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ABSTRACT

This report describes the power control by means of the fine-

control rod and the design of the control system of the fast zero energy

reactor FR-0 located in Studsvik, Sweden.

System requirements and some operational conditions were

used as design criteria.

Manual and automatic control is possible.

Variable electronic end-stops for the control rod have been de-

signed, because of the special construction of the reactor and control

rod. Noise in the control system caused by the reactor, detector and

electronics caused disturbances of the control system at the lower

power levels.

The noise power-spectrum was measured.

Statistical design methods, using the measured noise power-

spectrum, were used to design filters, which will reduce the influence

of the noise at the lower power levels.

Root Loci sketches and Bode diagrams were used for stability

analyses.

The system was simulated on an analogue computer, taking into

account even nonlinearities of the control system and noise. Typical

cases of reactor operation were simulated and stability analysis per-

formed.

Printed and distributed in December 1966
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1. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONTROL SYSTEM AND SOME

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS

1. The total reactivity equivalence of the regulating rod will never

be more than 0. 4 ß (internal report AE-RR6).

For this reason no limitation of the control rod speed is nec-

essary.

2. No special type of disturbances in reactivity can be foreseen.

3. Manual and automatic control.

4. Reactor power stabilization when the reactor is automatically

controlled at a constant level within ± 1 o/oo accuracy.

5. The control system must keep the reactor power constant (reac-

tor automatically controlled) when a coarse rod is moved with 10 pcm/sec.

6. The automatically controlled reactor power has to follow accu-

rately an exponential change in power demand. (Period ± 30 sec.)

7. A position servo for manual control.

8. Control-rod indication with an accuracy of ± 0. 2 mm.

9. The control system has to perform in the same way if the mass

of the control rod is changed.

This is because, depending upon the configuration of the reactor

core and experiments, different materials (for instance uranium or cop-

per) can be chosen for the control rod.

10. The design is based on a reactivity equivalence of the control rod

of 1 0 pcm/cm.

• 11. An electrical control system.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE POWER CONTROL SYSTEM

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the regulating system. This diagram

illustrates the principle of the control system and its function.

Internal report RSI-36 (G. Jonsson) describes in principle the

reactor instrumentation and control. Fig. 32 is a complete diagram of

the system. Two complete systems have been drawn.
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The reactor power can be stabilized manually and automatically

by means of the fine control rodi (reactivity equivalence ca. 200 pcm).

The operator can choose with a switch between manual and automatic

power control.

The manual control system is & position servo. A 1 Q-turn heli-

pot at the operator's desk is used to control the position of the control

rod. The rod position is indicated by a recorder (coarse) and can be

read accurately (± 0. ] mm) from the dial on the position helipot R

(fig. 1). The accuracy of the position servo is =t= 0. 15 mm. The ^A me-

ter at the control desk shows the error of the position servo.

This instrument has to show zero for accurate measurement of

the rod position.

When the reactor is stabilized automatically, the position of the

control rod can be measured coarsely with the recorder and accurately

with the help of the position helipot R, (fig. 1). To measure the position,

the potentiometer R, is turned till the position error instrument shows

zero. The reading on the dial of the potentiometer gives the position of

the rod. The position error |JbA-meter gives an approximately logarith-

mical reading and is only used as zero voltage indicator.

The potentiometers R26 and R27 (fig. 32) are used to calibrate

the control-rod position recorder. The potentiometer R13 (fig. 32) is

used to balance the zero point of the position error p-A-meter. The po-

tentiometer R14 (fig. 32) can be used to change the calibration of the

control rod po&ition dial (helipot R3).

On automatic control, the error between the reference voltage

and the signal from the ionization chamber amplifier drives the control

rod in such a direction that the neutron flux is stabilized.

The reactor power level can also be changed on automatic con-

trol by using the switch for increase or decrease of reactor power. The

reactor power level changes with a constant period (approx. 30 sec.)

because the speed of the motor (fig- l) which drives the potentiometer

at the output of the ionization current amplifier and changes the ampli-

fication of this amplifier in decades follows an exponential function.

If, for instance, the reactor is stabilized automatically and one

wants to decrease the power, the voltage to the error amplifier is de-

creased by operating the switch for increase or decrease of power (fig. l)
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The output of the error amplifier is no longer zero and this voltage

causes the servo to move the control rod in the direction out of the

reactor.

If the reactivity change obtained in this way is too small (abs.

value) the rod will be driven completely out of the reactor, a micro-

switch is operated and the reactor scrams» because there is only one

control rod installed (internal report RSI-36). If the power is changed

with the reactor on automatic control, using the increase-decrease

power switch, the reactor operator has to be attentive that the control

rod is not completely driven out (reactor scram), and should change

the power in steps, so that the control rod has time to move back to

its critical position between the steps.

The power error indicator shows the error between the refer-

ence voltage and the voltage from the motor-driven potentiometer of

the output of the ionization chamber current-amplifier.

The instrument has two ranges, 40 % and 4 % error. On the 4 %

scale a RC filter F_ (fig- 32) with two time constants of one sec. is

coupled in to reduce the noise.

If the control is changed from manual to automatic control or

vice versa it is recommendable to keep the power error instrument

close to zero before switching from one state to the other. If the con-

trol is changed from automatic to manual control, the operator has to

turn the position helipot R so that the position error instrument indi-

cates zero, before switching from automatic to manual control. This

to avoid a change of the position of the control rod after switching.

The electronic end-stop will brake the speed of the rod and

stop the movement of the rod at a certain position (end-position), in-

dependent of the absolute value of the signal at the input of the servo-

amplifier. A change of the polarity of the signal will of course move

the rod in the opposite direction.

The position where the rod will stop can be moved (with a po-

tentiometer) over a distance of about 10 cm from the lower and upper

mechanical stops.
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3. MANUAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND ELECTRONIC END-STOPS

3. 1 Control rod and position indication

A description of the mechanical design of the rod is given in in-

ternal report Aktiebolaget Atomenergi , TPM-RTL-705. The rod drive

mechanism is of the ball bearing screw type and has a minimum of

backlash. The rod is balanced by a counterweight.

The counterweight is a container filled with small iron balls» so

that the control rods of different masses can be balanced. The servo-

motor is a 200 W two-phase 50 cycle motor. Two 3 turn potentiometers

are backlash-free coupled to the drive mechanism.

One of these potentiometers is used for position control (10 KÜ),

the other one (1 KO) to indicate the rod position and to give a signal to

the electronic end-stop unit.
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3. 2 Position servo

3. 2. 7 Block diagram, fig. 2

V.

x.

Variable
electronic
end-position
stop Ke

zero cal.

-OHO—0—1>

Fig. 2
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3. 2. 2 Servoamplifier

The Diehl servoamplifier XA800 is of solid state type, designed

to operate with the 200 Watt two~phase Diehl servomotor. The amplifier

employs silicon controlled rectifiers in conjunction with saturable reac-

tors to achieve high power.

The amplifier has a d. c. as well as an a. c. input. The d« c. in-

put has an input impedance of 15 Kfi. Max. motor torque for 70 mV at

input of servoamplifier is 1.15 Nm. The d. c./a. c. gain K * 1250 V/V.
V - K P

The transfer function * K G *-rrz-— where T * 0. 02 sec. A de-

e p p 1+T s t

scription and data of the amplifier and motor are given in Diehl's cata-

logue and Diehl's application bulletin 607.

3. 2. 3 Servomotor and transmission

The transmission ratio NT , , from motor to control rod is chosen
LM

sufficiently high that the influence of the moment of inertia of the control

rod and counter weight on the time constant T can be neglected. Chang-

ing the mass of the control rod therefore does not influence the perform-

ance of the servo appreciably. On the other hand a too high ratio reduces

the speed of the control rod too much. With NT M a 1250 rad/min. , the

difference in time constant between a uranium control rod and a copper

control rod is 5 %, and this will not influence the system performance

noticeably. The maximum acceleration of the rod is 2. 5 m/sec and the

maximum velocity is 0. 25 m/sec.

Assuming a linear speed-torque characteristic and neglecting

friction, the transfer function is:

where

s Ä Laplace operator

9 x angle of motor axle (rad)

V, , * motor voltage (Volt)

T., * motor-transmission time constant » 0. 1 sec
M

A * 3. 5 •,.. ., (speed-torque characteristics)
Volt sec. v
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If a step input of 7 0 mV is applied at the input of the'servoam-

plifier, the maximum acceleration is 1. 65 m/sec . This value is reached

0. 04 sec after the input voltage is applied.

The velocity after TM « 0. 1 sec is 0. 54 times the maximum mo-

tor velocity. If the stroke length of the control rod is 0. 65 m, the rod

is driven, out in 2. 6 sec.

3. 2. 4 Accuracy

The accuracy and reproducibility of the position control servo

depends upon friction, backlash, stability of reference voltages, the

dead zone, and the resolution of the potentiometers.

The error caused by the drift of the ± 100 Volt reference voltage

supplies can be neglected compared to errors due to the dead zone of

the motor and the resolution of the potentiometers.

The backlash of the drive mechanism is insignificant (can be ad-

justed). The dead zone measured at the input of the servoamplifier is

5 mV. This results in an error of ± 0. 1 5 mm, if we take into account

voltage losses at the summing junction. The resolution of the 10 turn

helipot is 0. 018 %, which corresponds to an accuracy of ± 0. 1 mm.

The position can be measured with an accuracy of ± 0. 1 mm.

The position error M'A meter has to show a minimum for accurate

measurements. Diodes are coupled in series (see fig. ]) with the (J.A

meter. This makes the indication approximately logarithmic and makes

it unnecessary to change instrument sensitivity and to protect the in-

strument against too high voltages.

3. 3 End-stops for the control rod

3. 3. 1 Reasons for the electronic end-stops

It is necessary to decrease the current to the driving motor,

when the control rod reaches its upper or lower mechanical shock ab-

sorbers, in order to avoid overheating of the motor and continual force

on the mechanism.

If for instance the reactor is scrammed, which is a normal pro-

cedure, the rod will move out at full speed. To protect the control mech-

anism it is desirable to retard and stop the rod before it reaches its me-

chanical stop.
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However, a change of polarity of the input signal to the control

system must lead to a movement of the control in the other direction.

If for instance the reactor is automatically controlled, transients may

cause a motion of the control rod as far as the end stops, but after a

while the polarity of the input signal wi\\ change and the rod has to

move back again.

To make the total movement of the control rod as long as pos-

sible, the length taken by the shock absorbers has to be as short as

possible, which makes it difficult to design suitable shock absorbers.

For the above mentioned reasons electronical end-stops which

also work as brakes were built.

3. 3, 2 Functional description

The principal is a feedback system (fig. 2 and system drawing)

with a very high gain in the feedback loop.

This feedback loop is cut out by an electronic switch between

the desired in and out end-positions.

When the end-position has been reached, the high gain feedback

loop becomes effective and because of the high gain (in the feedback) a

small movement of the rod compensates for a relative high input signal.

At the same time the system retards the rod.

The electronic end-positions can be varied continuously by means

of a potentiometer (R35, R39 on system drawing), over a range of l/4

of the total distance the rod can travel. For the prototype rod the elec-

tronic end-position can be moved 1 0 cm.

The position feedback signal is taken from potentiometer R̂ «

Positive polarity means that the rod is at the inner position,

negative polarity the outer position. The feedback amplifier is a loga-

rithmic current amplifier, so the gain increases if the input signal in-

creases.

The amplifier was built by Aktiebolaget Atomenergi, SSI. Fig. 3

shows the characteristics of this amplifier (one half).

The leakage current during cut-off has to be extremely small.

The amplifier has to be polarity dependent, that is, if the input

changes polarity the output current has to change polarity too. There-

fore the amplifier consists of one part built with NPN transistors and
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a similar part built with complementary FNP transistors. One of the

problems with this system is the high gain in the feedback. This will

cause instability (fig. 9) if no stabilizing networks are used.

The non-linearity of the feedback amplifier makes calculations

troublesome.

To simplify the calculations the gain is assumed to be constant

at the highest expected value. The input signal to the control amplifier

is limited by means of diodes and resistors. In this way the current is

limited and the highest gain of the log-amplifier is fixed. The limiting

device is designed in such a way, that under normal operation the lim-

ited current well exceeds the value of the input current necessary to

saturate the servoamplifier.
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3. 3. 3 Steady state error of the electronic end-stop

The germanium diodes and the resistor at the input of the ser-

vo-amplifier limit the maximum input current to the summing junction

to about 0. 1 mA,

A voltage of about 0. 3 V (from the feedback potentiometer of

the control rod) increases the output current from. 1 \iA to 0. 1 mA. This

means an error of -^— * 8 mm if G_ * 0. 7.
G2

G ' is the d. c. attenuation of a network used to stabilize the ser-

vo.

Thus for any input voltage the control rod will not be more than

approximately 1 cm above or below the position indicated and fixed by

the end-stop potentiometers (R35 and R39 on system drawing fig. 32).

When the rod approaches the end-position at full speed» the over-

shoot will be about 3 cm.
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4. AUTOMATIC POWER CONTROL

4. 1 Block diagram

power
demand

n

E ref.

motor driven
attenuator
(power demand)

—E

neutron detector
and
amplifier

n

reactor

control
rod

re£

CH-

gear
ratio

error
amplifier

motor

tachogen

U,
H r

servo
ampl.

pot.
meter

hO

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the automatic power control system
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4. Z Reactor transfer function

To simplify the stability analysis, all the groups of delayed

neutrons are lumped into a single group with a decay constant \ and a

total fraction of delayed neutrons ß.

The approximate linearized transfer function is

6 n n (s + X)
KRGR * W * s(U*ß) (valid for small changes)

•where

n a neutron density

n » steady state neutron density as demanded power

on *t change of neutron density

6k * change of reactivity

ß ss total fraction of delayed neutrons

-£/ a neutron generation time

(3 . * fraction of the delayed neutrons in the i group

\ . a decay constant of the i group of delayed neutrons

ft
A. « —7- „ as average decay constant of the delayed neutrons

s 0 .09 s e c " 1 .

Data used for ß. and X. were fast-fission data.

Because of the small value of t, the transfer function can be

simplified to

,. n (s-fX)
i f
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4. 3 Neutron detector amplifier and error amplifier

neutron
detector

error
amplifier

XJ? error voltage
to servo and
error instru-
ment

Fig. 5.

The gain K. of the neutron detector amplifier can be changed

(by means of a motor) in inverse ratio to the demanded neutron density

n , in steps with a factor 10, by changing the feedback resistors and

between the steps with a potentiometer. (Internal reportj Aktiebolaget

Atomenergi RSI-36.)

Fig. 5 shows the principle.

The transfer function of the neutron detector amplifier is

K.
i PK G » a . ^

i l 1 + T . S n ( 1 + T . s )
1 O V 1

where p is a constant.

The d. c. gain K. is inversely proportional to the demanded reac-

tor power n , in order to make the gain of the control loop independent

of the steady-state neutron density.
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In the steady state the voltage U. (fig. 4) at the input of the error

"Mût

amplifier is zero, thus p » E .. The d. c. gain K. « .
o

A small change on in the power demand results in a change ÔU,

at the input of the error amplifier (see block diagram fig. 4) and on in

neutron density.

E , On - on ônôn
c XT ref / o O\
6 u i " ( I + T B ) ( ~ 2 Hi " ( I + T.B) ( ~

x i ' o n
o

and if the second order term is neglected:

E o n - o n
C TT
6 U 1

O

The time constant T. is dependent upon the range of the neutron detector

amplifier.

Neutron detector Time constant
current range T.

A sec

I D " " - T O ' 1 0 0 . 2

1 0 " 1 0 - 10~ 9 0. 05

10~ 9 - TO" 8 0. 005

10~ 8 - 1 0 " 7 0. 005

The error amplifier is an operational amplifier coupled as a

summer, built by Aktiebolaget Atomenergi SSI.

The transfer function is

K
K G *

V V 1 + T S
V

T x 0. 006 sec.
V

The output voltage U?J if T is neglected, is (fig. 5)

Ce XV 1 / II XX T r-,
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R
The gain K * ̂ - ^

V -tv i /

and R

the reference voltage E . * ^ E .
ret K17

A value of 0. 2* 10 A neutron detector puisent, which corre-

sponded to about 0. 005 W reactor power for the first core, has been

chosen as the lowest current for which the reactor can be controlled

automatically.

With this value of the current and a cur rent-to-voltage gain of

10 the reference voltage E , is 0. 2 V. To start the servo-motor a

voltage of at least 5 mV at the input of the servoamplifier is necessary.

To stabilize the reactor power with an error smaller than
± 1 o/oo, an input voltage of ± 5 mV at the input of the servoamplifier
is required, if the voltage difference at the input of the error ampli-
fier is ± 10"3-E ,.

ref
Thus the d. c. gain K of the error amplifier is

«î in"3

K x 1—LÜ s l 0 0 V / V if H e * 0.25
V 1 0 - 3 - E fH, 5

ref 5

R15.

The gain K can be varied by changing the feedback resistor

The error amplifier is saturated if the output voltage is ± 8 V.

4. 4 Control rod

The highest value of the derivative of the reactivity equivalence
d k cof the control rod» | —3— | > is assumed to be 10 pem/cm.
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5. ANALYSIS OF CONTROL SYSTEM STABILITY

5. 1 Manual control

x.
l

K G
s s

H

V
o

X

o

e
o

fig. 2.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 shows the network equivalent of the position servo of

The closed loop transfer function is:

V o
V.

e X K G
s so o H

F r i 7 +K G H
1 1 S S

H, B
8 ( l + T M s ) ( l + T f s )

(see Appendix I) where

V. input voltage

x. * input position

9. K input angle

V = output voltage

x * output position

9 « output angle

O

N L M

H, = input transfer function (constant)

The position servo is unstable without stabilizing devices. This

can be seen from the root locus sketch in fig. 7, where K a 0 gives the

roots of the characteristic equation for this case (2 complex roots with

positive real part).
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A tachogenerator has been chosen as stabilizing device. It gives

output velocity feedback and damps oscillations.

Differentiating of the output signal from the pot. meter would

cause much noise and decrease the gain or make additional electronics

necessary and therefore a tâchogenerator was chosen.

Fig. 7 is a root locus sketch of the position servo with the tacho-

generator feedback factor a (potentiometer setting, fig. 2) as param-

eter.

In this way the roots of the characteristic equation can be found

for all values (pot. settings) of the tachogenerator feedback. The factor

K of the root locus is thus proportional to the tacho-feedback a and a

suitable value of a which will give the appropriate damping ratio can be

calculated from the root locus.

The open loop transfer function is:

KGH =
B

T

2

MT

T

f s ( s + r->'
M

s
1 \

V
+ ^

T T
f n

H 2

(see Appendix I).

If only resistors are used at the summing junction

H, ~ H2 a H3 * 0. 25

The factored transfer function is

s
KGH * K (s+65.6) i s - ( 2 . 8 + 2 9 . 3 j) j i s - (2. 8 - 29. 3 j) j

where

K s 32000 a

Conclusions from the root locus sketch fig. 7:

1. System stable if the tachogenera tor feedback factor a > 1.4%

2. Oscillations with constant amplitude if a » 1. 4 % (a) - 31 rad / sec )

3. Oscil lations with increas ing amplitude if a < 1 .4%

4. Maximum damping § . v s 0. 35 if a * 1 5 %.
JVLA.A.
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x pole

0 zero

Root locus sketch of the manual con-

trolled position servo.

N
LM

a d /rad/m

T =0. 02 sec.
T =0 1

F i g
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A higher damping factor than 0. 35 is desirably. From the root

locus fig. 7 one may guess that to increase the damping factor of the

most important root to about 0. 5 the asymptote real axis crossing has

to be moved from - 30 to - 40.

A phase-advance network in series with the tachogenerator is

used to move the asymptote.

5

TT' _ T where T » L C ,

3 —r '

H3 « 0. 25 H*3

Real axis crossing of the asymptote at -40 if y * —- and T a» 40.

The open loop transfer function is now:

, , r u „ xr s(s + 20)
K G H K ( s + 6 5 . 6 ) [ s - ( 2 . 8 + 2 9 . 3 j ) j I s - ( 2 . 8 - 2 9 . 3 j ) l ( s + 4 0 )

Fig. 8 is the root locus sketch.

Conclusions from the root locus fig. 8:

1. System stable if the tachogenerator feedback factor a > 2 %

2. Oscillations with constant amplitude if a a 2 % (UJ » 29 rad/sec)

3. Oscillations with increasing amplitude if (X < 2 %

4. Damping ratio % * 0. 5 and § se 0. 63 if a * 10 %.

The best performance of the servo will be obtained in theory as

well in practice with the feedback potentiometer between 10 % and 20 %.
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x pole

0 zero

Sketch of root locus of manually controlled M =1250 rad/sec .
1 1 = 0 . 25

position servo with a phase advance network 4 „" „-.
f r T =0. 02 sec.
in the tachogenerator feedback loop. T =0. 1 sec.

Fig. 8.
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5. 2 Electronic end-stop

The approximate open loop transfer function derived in Appen-

dix I from fig. 2, is:

K G H*» 312 • IQ
s s

H ( 7 + T s)* ,.,e . ,f -, . v
s(l+TMs) (1 +ffsj

where

and

T 3 • 1 . 5 q

H 4
q a jr— a a real value

e

A Bode diagram of K G H (fig 9, No. 1) with H a 1 and T, * 0
s s e J

(no tachogenerator feedback) shows that the system is unstable, which

is also the case in practice.

To stabilize the system, two zeros are introduced in the trans-

fer function. The tachogenerator alone is not enough (one zero).

Phase advance networks are used for stabilization.

H =
e

•cz>
R l

R 2

"Ih

R-
R

The transfer function

H x G
(1+T ] S )

e 2 2(1 + T2s) (1

where

» d. c. attenuation of the network

The open loop transfer function is now

2 G20+T1s)(l+T3s)(l+T4s)
K s G s H * 3 ] 2

T f S) ( 1 + T
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and where

T 3 x 1.5 q
_R.
3 4

With the help of the Bode diagram (fig. 9) suitable values for the

time constant can be chosen.

Diagram No. 2 in fig. 9 satisfies the requirements of stability

and has a rather low d. c. attenuation: G_ » 0. 7.

The following values were chosen for the time constants:

1
60" s e c

Tl

T x T s

T2 a T 4 s
T l

T5Ä4Ö ;

The feedback from the tachogenerator to the electronic end-stop

amplifier goes through a diode (D21 and D22 in the system drawing fig.

32) to make the feedback dependent on the polarity of the voltage. Other-

wise the tachogenerator voltage would be amplified by the feedback am-

plifier and decrease the rod speed considerably even for ordinary motion.

Fig. 1 0 is a diagram of the networks used to stabilize the servo.

|

electronic
end-stop unit

Fig. 10.
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5. 3 Automatic power control

E
réf.

power
demand

n +6n
o o

E ref.
n

"•:::
1

1+T.S
i

K R ° R - T s

H,

dk
c

d x

1

a k s
g

A
S(UTMB)

' H 6

K

1+T S

Fig. 11. A block diagram of the control loop, with the transfer

functions written in the blocks.
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Stability analysis can be performed with the help of a root locus

sketch with the tachogenerator feedback factor a as variable.

The appropriate expression for the open-loop transfer function

has been derived in Appendix I, and is the transfer function of the net-

work equivalent represented by fig, 31b. The open-loop transfer func-

tion is:

•2r. +-Lu. + -h
AK H , k a B ^ T T . '^ T T i

P 6 g 1 v
T T . . AK ÜJrl _

M f v i M f i v

where

E -K H c dk ,
Q -̂ r e f 7 5 (

The time constant Ty can be neglected and at higher power levels

(ionization chamber current I >• 1 0 A), the time constant T . a 0. 005 sec

can be neglected too.

If I > 1 0 A, the approximate expression is:

2
g

KGH = K — ÄR-QH^
T M Tf TfTM

If the values of the constants a r e inse r ted and the denominator of

the polynominal is split into factors with H_ * 1 and H, a 0. 2,

2

KGH = K ^s + 9 t 66)(s+50. 07)(s + 0. 137+ 0. 091 j)(s + 0. 1 37 - 0. 09 1 j)

and

K a 2500 a.

Fig . 12 is a sketch of the root locus .

Conclusions from the root locus sketch:

1. The sys tem is stable for all values of a

2. If a » 40 %, the damping ra t io cos 9 * 0 . 6 , thus a high damping.
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A tachogenerator feedback factor en between 30 % and 40 % is

recommended for this power range.

At the lowest power level the time constant T . a 0. 2 sec cannot

be neglected

The £

|ST | « 1 is:

The approximate open loop transfer function if | sT | « 1 and

v

KGH * K 1

•? i i A K Q H .

s
2(S+J-)(s-fT-l)+ r

 P
T

M i MTi

where .^. ,A yy
TM

E r e f K v H 5 . d k

KGH ' K s (s + 5)
(s + 4. 4) (s + 1 0. 29) (s + 0. 1 55 + 0. 525 J)(s + 0. 1 55 - 0. 525 j)

Fig. 1 3 is a root locus plot of the system. The system is stable

for all values of the tachogenerator feedback factor a.



Root locus sketch of the control system when the

reactor is automatically controlled at high power.

Tarhopenerator ffificlbarlc farf-nr a as van'ahlp.



Root locus sketch of the control system when the reactor

is automatically controlled at low power.
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1 +T ] S
A network with a transfer function H_ » ^ to decrease

the noise has been placed in the main loop (fig* Ï !)• The reasons for

this filter and the design will be discussed later.

The values of the time constants are:

Tj = 0. 07 sec and

T , a 5 sec.

In the same way as before, a root locus sketch with the tacho-

feedback a as a variable may be drawn to investigate the stability.

The open-loop transfer function, if ST <5C I and ST J « I is:
v f

S ( s + ) ( S + ^ )

K G H * K i ' A K
2
 Q T

2 ±)(s+±.)(s + d-)+ *)(s+)(s + ) +
Mi 2 M l Z

where
E , K H - dk

n - ref v 5 , c

T

M

If relevant data are inserted and the denominator of the poly-

nominal is split into factors:

. Ks fs + 5Us + 0.2)
(s+0. 094)(s+9. 8J(s-f6. 7 6)(s-0.425+2. 14 j)(s-O. 425-2. 14 j)
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Root locus sketch of the control system with filters to sup-

press the noise, when reactor is automatically controlled.
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Fig. 14 is a sketch of the root locus of the system under auto-

matic control. This plot shows that the system will be theoretically

stable if K > 71- (tacho-feedback > 15%).

However, the damping is so poor that the system would be in-

stable in practice. Experiments showed that the reactor and control

system were in fact not stable.

To increase the stability one more pole may be introduced in

the transfer function of the feedback loop, i. e. a network H, = ; T—

in the tachogenerator feedback loop.

A pole on the negative real axis not too far from the origin will

increase stability and is technically realizable.

i.-J
T T

the factor s + =— in the numerator disappears.

A pole s » - — * - —- x - 0. 2 has been chosen. With this choice

The open-loop transfer function is then:

K s2(s + 5)
(s+0. 094)(s+9. 8)(s+6. 16)(s-0. 425+2. 14 j)(s-O. 425-2. 14 J)

where

Fig. 15 is the root locus sketch. The system is instable if the

tacho-feedback is less than 1 1 %.

A damping ratio Q a cos 8 between 0. 5 and 0. 8 is obtained if

the tacho-feedback factor is between 30 % and 40 %. These values are

recommended.
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Root locus sketch, of the control system with filters to sup-

press the noise and stabilizing networks, when the reactor

is automatically controlled.
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Remarks

The filters Hn and H, , which were introduced because of noise
-9at low power levels (I detector < 10 A), are automatically removed

at the higher power levels. When the range of the measuring instru-

ment is changed, the filters will be in or out depending on the decade

chosen by the operator.

Removal of the filters at higher power level increases the ac-

curacy, because some noise will decrease the friction of the control

rod and the power level will no longer drift over the dead zone of the

control system. (Error < 1 o/oo.)

6. INFLUENCE OF NOISE ON THE CONTROL SYSTEM

6. 1 General

Noise at the output of the error amplifier may cause the control

- rod (if the reactor is automatically controlled) to move in a random

fashion, and the error instrument at the output of the error amplifier

may also indicate irregularly.

The signal-to-noise ratio is poorest at the low power levels (de-
— 9

tector current < 10 A), because the lower the power the higher the

amplification of the neutron detector amplifier has to be in order to

keep the signal level at the input of the error amplifier constant (O.'Z V).

The noise is caused by the reactor, detector and electronics.

The random movements of the control rod around its steady state

position when the reactor was automatically controlled were so violent

that they could not be tolerated. The control rod mechanism would have

been worn out rather soon, the servomotor overheated, and physical ex-

periments could be affected by the uncontrolled movement of the control

rod.
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6. 2 Noise analysis

The noise frequency spectrum was measured by means of a

tape recorder and a wave analyzer. The speed of the tape recorder

during the analysis was 50 times the speed during the registration.

Fig. 16 shows the power-density spectra measured at the output of the

error amplifier at two different reactor power levels.

Fig. 17 shows the relative frequency spectra for these two lev-

els in db.

From these plots it can be seen that the average noise frequency

characteristic if I a 0. 4 • 1 0" A (0. 01 W) can be approximated by:

1

where

where

Tj x 0. 07 sec

T = 0. 007 sec

-9If I = 0. 4 • 1 0 A (0. 1 W) the noise frequency characteristic is

1
77~ T2~

T s 0. 009 sec

white noise
with frequency
spectrum
P » = K

noise frequency
characteristic

1

e .m system
transfer
fun ction

output.

Noise input at low power level.

The mean square value
+jœ

- — L . r
i " 2rri J

eni

n K o d s

TTK

ss —=—«-

v

s) ( 1 +T

S Residues of the function at the poles in the left half-

plane = 5.4' 1 0"4V2
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An increase of the dead zone of the servo decreases the random

movements of the rod, but increases the error of stabilization. (The

power level will drift over the dead zone.)

A low-pass filter increases the signal-to-noise ratio, but has

an unfavourable effect on the dynamic behaviour of the system.

A fjlter is required which will give optimum results, with a de-

sign based on statistical principles and the measured power-density

spectrum of the noise.

When the filter has been designed, stability analysis has to be

performed, and if necessary the system has to be stabilized. This has

to be done without spoiling the improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio

which the filter has accomplished.

6. 3 Design of a filter to lessen the effect of noise

6. 3. 1 Block diagram of the reactor control system, when the reactor

is automatically controlled

K G
V V

H 7 H 5

K.G.
l l

KRGR

N

n n i
.(s) is the Laplace transform of the autocorrelation func-

S SX

tion of the noice at the input.

.(s) is the Laplace transform of the autocorrelation func-
X

tion of the signal at the input.

6. 3. 2 Design parameters

The average time that the servoamplifier is saturated and the

optimum signal-to-noise ratio which can be achieved if the input signal

is a d. c. signal (step) are used as design parameters for the filter H„.
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6. 3. 3 Filter design

It is assumed that the filter has to be designed in such a way

that on the average the servoamplifier will be saturated 30 % of the to-

tal time. (Without filter this value is 90 %.) Moreover, it is assumed

that the probability distribution is Gaussian.

The probability that the magnitude of the noise voltage at the in-

put of the servoamplifier exceeds the value U is given by

- 1 U 2

P ( | e | > U ) « - J L . J e 2 d u
Vin _iL_

E
rms

If U= 70 mV (saturation of amplifier) and P(| e| > 70 mV) x 0. 3,

the root-mean-square value E x 70 mV.

The root-mean-square value of the noise at the output of filter

H_ has to be less than — ^ ^ — « 280 mV.
7 H5

To calculate the transfer function of this filter a method analo-

guous to the one used by Bode and Shannon (Proc. I. R. E. 1950) is used.

This method is based on the minimization of the mean-square error.

If this critérium is used to achieve the optimum transfer func-

tion of the control system, the transfer function of the filter has to be:

ssi
7 Î 7 + § ^ F $ .

ssi nni nni

KG is the open-loop transfer function of the control loop if H-* 1.

To simplify the calculations it is assumed that the term KG§

in the denominator can be neglected (in the frequency range of interest).

The problem has been simplified to pure filtering and the design of a

Wiener filter. A representative signal is taken fco be d. c. signal (step)

which will result in a voltage 1. 5 times the dead zone of the servo.

The optimum transfer function of the filter is:

Xi7 § +T
ss nn

2
This function is always a function of s and cannot be realized.
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A physically realizable function must be chosen to approximate

the optimum function. A method used by Bode and Shannon to obtain the

best approximation for this function has been used.

The noise frequency characteristic is approximated by one time

constant T s 0. 07 sec, and the signal input is a step function.

The realizable optimum transfer function of the filter is:

1 +T s
H =

The value of F is calculated from the requi rement that the root-

m e a n - s q u a r e voltage V e at the output of the filter H ? has to be 280 mV.

With this value the servoamplif ier will be sa tura ted on the average 30 %

of the total t ime , if only noise is considered.

— 1 +JC° 2 1 + J œ K " F " R 2

T J* $nn(s)lH
7l d s * 2ÏÏJ ! (F"S)(F-S)

 d s " T 1

j - j 0 0j

2 2 e 2

e

K TTK YTn o v

= 0 . 2 s e c

The transfer function H? a ^\+'% %

The mean-square value of the control rod position if only noise

is considered is:

^ W I n n i ) G(s)G(-s)ds

where

G(s) » transfer function of the system

9 _ o

The root-mean-square value V x * 3. 10 m (approximated),

The fraction of the total time that the control rod diverges

more than D meter from its equilibrium position is:

2 Z ~ ] 2 ^
P ( | X | > D ) S _ ^ j e • du

E
rms



If D = 10~2 m P(|x| > 10~2) * 0. 002

IfD = 3 - 1 0 " 3 m P( |x |> 3 • 10"3)a 0. 3

6. 3. 4 Effect of the nonlinearity of the servosystem on the noise

The influence of the nonlinearities, dead zone and saturation, on

the servosystem if it is subjected to random signals may be represented

by a describing function (Appendix II).

The equivalent gain K = 894, if random signals with a Gaussian
eq

distribution are considered. The linear gain is 1250, thus the dead zone

and saturation cause a reduction of the gain by a factor 0. 7, if random

signals are considered with a Gaussian distribution and the same r. m. s.

value is used as for the filter design.

The new values of P( |x| > D) are:

If D a 1 0"2 m P(| x| > 1 0~2) * 0. 000

If D = 3- 10~3 m P(|x| > 3 • 10~3) * 0. 73

7. DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION OF THE

SYSTEM ON THE PACE ANALOGUE COMPUTER AND CONCLUSIONS

7. 1 Neutron kinetics

Ô 6C
\.6k + X.ôk (-£) - X.l x v n 'dt ivn ' i i vn _ _.

O O 1O

1*1 1O

The term on the left-hand side is neglected, because of the

small value of ^" (-g- ̂ 10 ).

Fig. 33 is diagram of the analogue model of the reactor.

7. 2 Control system

Both manual and automatic power control have been simulated.

Nonlinearities such as saturation of amplifiers, max speed of

motor, the dead zone and backlash were simulated.
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Noise with the correct power density was simulated by a noise

generator and a filter.

Fig. 34 is a diagram of the analogue model of the control sys-

tem.

7. 3 Results

Figs. 18 and 19 show the responses of the power and control rod

position under different conditions to a 1 0 % step change of the power

demand. The filters H, and H_ are in (low power level).

Fig. 20 the same as figs. 18 and 19» but without the filters H,

and H_ (higher power level). The system without the filters has a some-

what better performance.

Fig. 21 shows the responses of the power, control rod position

"T""

and error if the power-demand is an exponential function n , * n e

(T * 30 sec).

Fig. 22 the same as Fig. 21, but with a negative time constant

T * - 30 sec.

Figs. 23, 24 and 25 are Bode diagrams of the closed-loop line-

arized control systems, with the reactor gn automatic control.

Fig. 26 is a Bode diagram of the linearized control-rod servo

(closed loop) when manually controlled. ,

Fig. 27 shows the relative power response of the reactor to

ramp reactivity disturbances of 10 pcm/sec and - 10 pcm/sec, if the

reactor is automatically controlled.

The error is about 1.5% for the positive ramp.

Fig. 28 shows the response of the control rod servo to a step

input of 0. 5 meter under manual control.

Fig. 29 shows the control rod position if the system is subjected

to noise under the following conditions:

A No filter to decrease the noise and no nonlinearities in the servo

B Filter to decrease the input noise and no nonlinearities

C No filter, dead zone 5 mV

D Filter in, dead zone 5 mV
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E No filter, dead zone 5 mV, friction 5 % of max motor torque,

backlash 2 rad.

F Filter in, dead zone 5 mV, friction 5 % of max motor torque,

backlash 2 rad.
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Automatic poWer control.

Steady state with simulated noise.
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7. 4 Conclusions

The system fulfils the requirements.

The system is accurate and stable.

A backlash of 2 rad (motor shalt) does not cause instability.

A friction which is 5 % of max motor torque does not influence

the performance appreciably.

The assumptions and approximations used in the design of the

system are justified.
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APPENDIX I

Derivation of the system transfer functions.

Manual control

•—GDZh\
v.
x.

l

"VJ K G
s s

H

Vo
X

o

Network equivalent of the servo of fig. 2.

The closed loop transfer function is:

v x 6
o o o

-

K Gs s

The forward transfer function K G
K Ak

P P
s s NL M

N ak H
The. feedback transfer function H m H- + ( TJ—&—- )

where

H, , H? and H~ are transfer functions of a network

k x potentiometer coefficient * 130 v/m
-3 V seck * tachogenerator coefficient * 62 • 10 •=•

g & rod
a * part of tachogenerator feedback voltage (pot. setting fig. 2),

The closed loop transfer function is:

v
-2 «H.v. 1

B
(1+Tf8)

where

B
K Akp

NT . ,LM

NT ^,k H.

TT

pH2
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"V-
r

G i
B

S(l+T fs)(l+TMS)

H (1+T s)

\ r
O

V.
1 r B

^1 S(1+Tfs)(l+TMS)

H 2

H 2 T 1 S

Vo

V.
i *o H 1 G 1

1 + H 2 G 1

Hi V

Fig. 30.

Fig. 30 shows equivalent networks of the transfer function.

The open loop transfer function KGH of this system is:

sG,
KGH

KGH *

1
X2' 1 1+H 2 G ]

B H 2 T 1
TMTf s ( s + - _L\ + B

f TfTM
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where

a n d

BH,
K « fc—1) a

M f

GH
H

M T
f M

The factor K j.s proportional to the tachogenerator feedback

factor Oi.

Transfer function of the servosystem with the electronic

end**stop operating

The transfer function of the servosystem with the electronic

end-stop operating can be derived from fig. 2.

K G
s sv. 1 -f K G H

1 S S

s s

K M

L M

K G
s s

V

H

(l+TfS)

_gj

The open loop transfer function is:

K Ak H,

'LM

k' K N

H

H

kp e
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where

K * max gain of electronic end-stop amplifier
H * transfer function of a networke
kf a« potentiometer coefficient of P. * 52 V/m

K is an equivalent gain, corresponding to the case where
G

the feedback amplifier is a voltage amplifier instead of a

voltage to current amplifier, with the same values of sum-

ming resistors as are used for the other signals.

Thus

% * W H 4

(j-rj) * max slope of the characteristic on fig. 7 M 6 m A/v

R * 22 KO

K * 600 V/V

If all the known values are substituted in K G H, the open loop

transfer function becomes:

130(1 +240 H ) {1 + 0 . 6

(a _ f + 600 H4) s

e ) t 1 + 0 . 6 T j 2 4 0 H
K Gs s

If

240|HJ»1 F
4 H

600 |H4 | » 2 | ^

_
K G H « 3 1 2 - 1 0 2 H

H
. 5 _± s)

S(l+TMS)(1+Tfs)

To simplify the equation and for convenience in the design of

the filter H , a real value q is chosen for the quotient^— .

KGH»312-102H SlVVlG H » 3 1 2 1 0 H iSlVuVl \s s e S(T + T M S ) ( 1 +Tfs)

2 O + T38)
3 1 2 ' 1 0 H

es(l+TMs)(l+TfS)
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Automatic power control

no

Fig. 31a.

ou

Fig. 31b.

Fig. 31 shows equivalent networks of the control loop. The
dk

E rK Hcref v 5
factor Q » - x

N
L M

The network represented by fig. 31b will be used for the sta-

bility analysis. In this way the root locus can be sketched with the

tachogenerator feedback factor a as variable.
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The open lo©p transfer function is:

AK H,k or s (s+-
KGH:

r T . A K
f M s 2 L I L iT ) + T T T

M f v i M f i v

where
K - I>H6kga

rM
- (proportional to #)

G H = 2 1 1 1 ,• AK QH?

M f v i M f i v



APPENDIX II

A describing function for the nonlinearity of the servo if it is

subjected to random signals.

- b
i
I

V
- a

/
/

- E

e(x)

E

/
a

A
i
b x

A describing function is derived for a system with a dead zone
and with saturation.

where

e(x) = K x + f ,(x)
v ' eq dv '

K = equivalent gaineq u °
f ,(x) ss distortion term

+00

J x e(x)p(x)dx
TV" _

e q +<»

J x p(x)dx

where

-x

1 2a2 ,_ . .
, i v e (uaussian)
2T\O

a s standard deviation
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The equivalent gain for a dead zone and saturation is:

T^ o/tr T. i^v.\ 1 2 a r Ä . 4 a n 2a 2h (» ~ 2 ,
K =2(E-ah-bh)-==v e + -==^ e + T " ^ J e d u

aV2rr OV2TT V 2TT a

where
Eh =

b - a

For the system under consideration

a = 70 mV

E = 90 V

a = 5 mV

b = 70 mV

The equivalent gain K = 894.
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Reactor

Analogue model.

Fig. 33.
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Control system. Analogue model.

Fig. 34.
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